
tide systems (27). Along these lines, activation
of the SP-NK1R system may not be a consistent
feature of depressive illness. If, however, a path-
ological activation of the SP-NK1R system fol-
lows a history of alcohol dependence, similar to
CRH, NK1 antagonism may have a considera-
ble potential as a treatment for alcoholism.
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Using Engineered Scaffold
Interactions to Reshape MAP Kinase
Pathway Signaling Dynamics
Caleb J. Bashor,1,2 Noah C. Helman,1 Shude Yan,1 Wendell A. Lim1*

Scaffold proteins link signaling molecules into linear pathways by physically assembling them into
complexes. Scaffolds may also have a higher-order role as signal-processing hubs, serving as the
target of feedback loops that optimize signaling amplitude and timing. We demonstrate that the
Ste5 scaffold protein can be used as a platform to systematically reshape output of the yeast
mating MAP kinase pathway. We constructed synthetic positive- and negative-feedback loops by
dynamically regulating recruitment of pathway modulators to an artificial binding site on Ste5.
These engineered circuits yielded diverse behaviors: ultrasensitive dose response, accelerated or
delayed response times, and tunable adaptation. Protein scaffolds provide a flexible platform for
reprogramming cellular responses and could be exploited to engineer cells with novel therapeutic
and biotechnological functions.

In cells, signaling proteins that make up a
pathway are often physically organized into
complexes by scaffold proteins (1–3). Scaf-

folds direct information flow; they promote sig-
naling between proper protein partners and
prevent improper cross talk. Scaffolds may also
play a role in shaping the quantitative response
behavior of a pathway. The scaffold complex
could serve as a central hub for feedback loops
that modulate the recruitment or activity of

pathway members on the scaffold. Such feedback
loops could tune pathway dose response and
dynamics—the change in output over time.Quan-
titative response behavior is critical for signaling;
the behavior of a pathway must match its specific
physiological function (4). Scaffolds may there-
fore provide a platform for evolutionarily tuning
response behaviors for optimal fitness (5, 6).

We used a synthetic biology approach to
explore this hypothesis; we tested whether a
scaffold protein can be used as a platform for
engineering synthetic feedback loops and wheth-
er these loops can be used to systematically
reshape pathway response behavior (7). We used
the yeast mating mitogen-activated protein
(MAP) kinase pathway as a model system, be-
cause it is highly tractable for pathway engineer-

ing. First, proper connectivity of this pathway is
dependent on the scaffold protein Ste5, which
binds the three core kinases—Ste11 (a MAP ki-
nase kinase kinase or MAPKKK), Ste7 (a MAP
kinase kinase, or MAPKK), and Fus3 (a MAP
kinase, or MAPK)—that successively phospho-
rylate and activate one another (Fig. 1A) (8, 9).
The critical role in determining pathway con-
nectivity is highlighted by the observation that
chimeric scaffolds can be used to redirect path-
way input and output linkages (10, 11). Second,
MAP kinase pathways appear to be functionally
plastic; they are found in all eukaryotic species,
but in individual cases display widely varied be-
haviors. For example, the yeast mating pathway
shows a largely linear transcriptional response
(12–14), whereas the Xenopus oocyte maturation
pathway displays a switchlike dose response (15).
MAPK pathways also show diverse dynamic
behavior; some yield a sustained response to
stimulation, whereas others show a pulselike
transient response. These distinct pathway dy-
namics are critical for determining physiological
output (16–21).

Our goal was to overlay the endogenous
mating pathway with synthetic feedback loops in
order to systematically alter its response to mat-
ing pheromone (a-factor) stimulation. A simple
way to construct a synthetic feedback loop would
be to dynamically recruit pathway modulators to
the scaffold in a manner that is dependent on
pathway output. We first tested whether con-
stitutive recruitment of modulator proteins could
alter pathway flux. We created a new recruitment
site on Ste5 by fusing a leucine zipper hetero-
dimerzation module (22) to its C terminus. Mod-
ulator proteins fused to complementary zippers
were expressed and recruited to the scaffold (Fig.
1B). Two pathway modulators were recruited:
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Ste50 and Msg5 (Fig. 1A). Ste50 is a positive
modulator, an adaptor that promotes interaction
of the MAPKKK Ste11 with its upstream acti-
vator, the p21-activated protein kinase (PAK)–
like kinase, Ste20 (23, 24). Msg5 is a negative
modulator, a MAPK phosphatase that inactivates
phosphorylated Fus3 MAPK (25, 26). When
artificially recruited to the Ste5 scaffold through a

leucine zipper interaction, Msg5 and Ste50
showed strong but opposite effects on pathway
output, measured using a fluorescent transcrip-
tional reporter [see supporting online text and
(27)]. Recruitment of the positive modulator
(Ste50) increased the steady-state output of the
activated pathway, whereas recruitment of the
negative modulator (Msg5) decreased output,

nearly eliminating any input-stimulated response.
Unrecruited Ste50 and Msg5 had much smaller
effects when expressed at the same level. Thus,
the impact of modulators on pathway flux was
enhanced by recruitment to the scaffold.

To build synthetic feedback loops, we then
placed the modulators under the control of a
mating-dependent promoter ( pFIG1) (Fig. 2A),

Fig. 1. Tuning output from
yeast mating MAPK pathway
by artificially recruiting pos-
itive or negative modulators
to Ste5 scaffold protein. (A)
Yeast mating pathway: a-
factor activates receptor,
Ste2, and Gb subunit, Ste4;
activated Ste4 recruits Ste5
complex tomembrane, allow-
ing PAK-like kinase Ste20
(membrane-localized) to ac-
tivate MAPKKK Ste11; Ste11
and downstream kinases,
Ste7 (MAPKK) and Fus3
(MAPK), are colocalized on
the scaffold; activation of
cascade leads to transcrip-
tional program [reporter:
Fus1 promoter-GFP (green
fluorescent protein)]. We
have used pathway modula-
tors outside of core cascade:
Ste50 (positive, blue) pro-
motes activation of Ste11 by
Ste20; Msg5 (negative,
red) is MAPK phosphatase that deactivates Fus3. (B) Synthetic recruitment
of pathway modulators to Ste5 scaffold via leucine zipper interaction. A basic
zipper was fused to Ste5, and the complementary acidic zipper was fused to
modulators (zipper Kd = 6.1 nM; see supporting online text). Control
(“unrecruited”) modulators were fused to noncomplementary zipper. Pathway
output was assessed via pFUS1-GFP expression. Basal output is before

stimulation; induced output is 120 min after stimulation with 2 mM a-factor
(saturating). Error bars represent standard deviation of three experiments.
Strains were ste5D with integrated Ste5-zipper fusion expressed from pSTE5
promoter. Modulator-zipper fusions were integrated and expressed from
pCYC1 promoter. Reversed orientation of zippers (fig. S2E) gave similar
results.
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fusions (negative, Msg5; positive, Ste50) are expressed from a
mating-responsive promoter (pFIG1). Stimulation induces
expression of the modulator, which is then recruited to the
Ste5-complex (boxed), where it can modulate pathway flux. (B)
Behavior of synthetic feedback loops. All circuits were in far1D
strain (designated “WT”), which does not undergo mating-
induced cell cycle arrest. Thus, cells are uniform in size,
facilitating fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis. Negative-
feedback circuit (red) shows an initial rate of activation similar to
the wild-type, but peaks at ~35 min, and adapts to steady-state
output about one-third that of wild-type. Positive-feedback circuit
(blue) shows dynamics similar to wild type’s, but with steady-state
output ~1.5 times as great as wild type’s. The dose-response
curves (bottom) show that the positive-feedback circuit displays
more switchlike activation (apparent Hill coefficient nH = 2.42 ±
0.19 versus wild-type, nH = 1.12 ± 0.08). Points represent mean
values for three experiments ± standard deviation. Pathway is
activated with 2 mM a-factor. Best-fit lines generated as described
in supporting online text.
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so that they were only expressed upon pathway
activation. The positive-feedback circuit (using
Ste50) increased steady-state pathway output and
led to a more switchlike dose response (apparent
Hill coefficient nH increased from 1.12 to 2.42).
Similar behavior was generated using positive-
feedback loops in which constitutive pathway
alleles were expressed from a mating-responsive
promoter (28).

The engineered negative-feedback circuit
(using Msg5) displays adaptation. The cells ini-
tially responded like wild-type, but after 35 min,
showed a decrease in output, evenwith continued
stimulation. Adaptation is critical for homeostatic
and sensing systems. It can be important to limit
the magnitude and duration of an output that is
harmful or has a high metabolic cost. Adaptation
is also used in sensing systems (e.g., vision or
chemotaxis) that automatically desensitize to a
continuous stimulus, allowing for detection of in-
put changes over a large dynamic range (29, 30).

One advantage of engineered feedback loops
is the ability to systematically explore how the
alteration of specific circuit parameters affects
pathway behavior. Simulations indicate that
adaptation in the simple negative-feedback cir-
cuit can be tuned by adjusting feedback strength
(Fig. 3A). We explored two methods for adjust-
ing feedback strength. First, we changed the
strength of the leucine zipper interaction used to
recruit Msg5 (Fig. 3B), using a set of three
leucine zipper pairs that bind with the following
affinities: Kd = 6, 40, and 810 nM (22). Second,
we changed the strength of the promoter con-

trolling expression of recruited Msg5 (Fig. 3C),
using a pair of mating promoters: pFIG1 (strong)
and pPRM2 (weak) (see fig. S4). As predicted,
either method results in a decrease in the steady-
state pathway output.

Because these synthetic feedback circuits rely
on modulator recruitment, they could be regu-
lated by competitive interactions that block
recruitment. We tested whether competititors
could be used to build more complex negative-
feedback circuits that displayed a pulselike acti-
vation response (high maximal output followed
by low steady-state output) (Fig. 4A). We con-
stitutively expressed a decoy leucine zipper that
competes with the scaffold protein (Ste5-zipper)
for binding to the negative modulator (Msg5-
zipper). Because the decoy has a higher affinity, it
initially acts as a sink; after pathway activation,
newly expressed negative modulator bound to
the decoy zipper, preventing recruitment to the
scaffold. Only after the decoy zipper is saturated
is additionally expressed negative modulator
recruited to the scaffold, which results in path-
way repression. Indeed, this delayed negative-
feedback loop led to a pulselike response (higher
maximal output, followed by decrease in output).
Moreover, the sharpness of the response could be
modulated by adjusting the level at which the
decoy zipper was expressed; higher decoy ex-
pression led to a more pulselike response.

The interplay of competing scaffold interac-
tions and variable expression can be used to
generate additional dynamic behaviors, including
systems with faster or slower response time. The

rise time of a pathway—how fast a response oc-
curs after input—can be critical for function. A
pathway that detects a toxic stress may require a
fast response. A delayed response may be re-
quired if the response is energetically very costly
or if there is a high level of input noise (a delay
circuit could prevent misactivation by transient
input fluctuations, while still allowing activation
by a sustained input).

We were able to alter the mating pathway to
show accelerated response time, while maintain-
ing a wild-type level of maximal pathway output
(Fig. 4B). In this accelerator circuit, the positive
modulator (Ste50-zipper) was constitutively ex-
pressed, but the negativemodulator (Msg5-zipper,
high affinity) was inducibly expressed. This result
supports the idea that negative feedback can speed
the time it takes to reach steady-state (31), albeit
at a reduced steady-state output. But here, the
wild-type magnitude of output is achieved by the
added presence of the positive modulator.

We also generated a delay circuit by consti-
tutively expressing a negative modulator (Msg5-
zipper) and inducibly expressing a high-affinity
decoy zipper (Fig. 4C). The pathway initially
showed a weak response to stimulation because
the recruited negative modulator kept the path-
way off. After a delay of ~ 50 min, however, a
small but sufficient level of pathway activation
was reached, and expression of the high-affinity
decoy zipper displaced the negative modulator,
which allowed pathway activation.

Competition between positive and negative
modulators can also be used to alter dose-response

Fig. 3. Strength of synthetic negative-feedback circuit can be
tuned by either altering recruitment affinity or inducible
expression level of negative modulator. (A) Computational
model (see supporting online text) predicts that adjustments
in negative-feedback gain should tune adaptation behavior.
(B) Adjusting feedback gain by varying modulator recruitment
strength. Three affinity variants of the leucine zipper (strong,
Kd = 6.1 nM; medium, Kd = 41 nm; and weak, Kd = 810 nM)
were fused to Msg5 (negative modulator). Promoter control-
ling modulator expression was constant (pPRM2). (C) Adjust-
ing feedback gain by varying modulator promoter strength.
Msg5-zipper is expressed from two mating-induced promoters:
strong, pFIG1, and weak, pPRM2 (fig. S4). Zipper fused to
Msg5 was constant (weak). Orange plots in (B) and (C) show
same strain (circuit with weak zipper and weak promoter). Points
represent mean values for three experiments ± standard
deviation.
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behavior. We built a circuit with enhanced ultra-
sensitive switch behavior by constitutively ex-
pressing a negative modulator (Msg5-zipper)
and inducibly expressing a positive modulator
(Ste50-zipper) (Fig. 4D). This circuit is a double-
positive-feedback loop—induced expression of
Ste50-zipper directly increased pathway output,
but also relieved the inhibitory effect of Msg5-
zipper by displacing it from the scaffold. The
dose-response profile for the resulting circuit
showed an increase in cooperativity.

We have used a simple principle, recruitment
of pathway modulators to a scaffold (32), to
systematically alter a single MAPK pathway so
that it displays a wide range of quantitative re-
sponse behaviors. The evolutionary diversifi-

cation afforded by scaffolds may explain their
common use in signaling pathways (33–37). The
success of this simple recruitment-based engi-
neering strategy suggests that it may be possible
to reprogram cellular responses with high preci-
sion. In mammalian and plant cells, MAPK
cascades play a central role in regulating differ-
entiation, proliferation, apoptosis, immune re-
sponse, and stress responses. Thus, the ability to
tune MAPK signaling may facilitate the engi-
neering of cells with novel therapeutic or bio-
technological functions.
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Synaptic Theory of Working Memory
Gianluigi Mongillo,1*† Omri Barak,2* Misha Tsodyks2‡§

It is usually assumed that enhanced spiking activity in the form of persistent reverberation for
several seconds is the neural correlate of working memory. Here, we propose that working memory
is sustained by calcium-mediated synaptic facilitation in the recurrent connections of neocortical
networks. In this account, the presynaptic residual calcium is used as a buffer that is loaded,
refreshed, and read out by spiking activity. Because of the long time constants of calcium kinetics,
the refresh rate can be low, resulting in a mechanism that is metabolically efficient and robust. The
duration and stability of working memory can be regulated by modulating the spontaneous activity
in the network.

Working memory (WM) enables the
temporary holding of information for
processing purposes, playing a crucial

role in the execution of a wide range of cognitive
tasks (1). In the delayed-response paradigm, a
stimulus that is briefly presented to an animal has
to be kept for several seconds until the execution
of a task. Enhanced, stimulus-specific spiking
activity has been observed during this delay peri-
od and is considered to be a neuronal correlate of
WM (2–5). The current theoretical framework
holds that delay activity emerges either from
intrinsic cell properties (6, 7) or as persistent
reverberations in selective neural populations
coding for differentmemories (8–12). These popu-
lations are formed during learning via long-term
synaptic modifications (13). However, electro-
physiological studies have shown that the delay
activity increase can be very modest (14, 15),
sometimes disappearing completely during part

of the delay period (16). These observations sug-
gest that WM might not reside entirely in the
spiking activity. Furthermore, holding informa-
tion in a spiking form is energetically expensive
because of the high metabolic cost of action
potentials (17). Here, we present an alternative
account based on properties of excitatory synap-
tic transmission in the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
(18). The PFC is a cortical area implicated in
WM (4), and excitatory synaptic transmission in
this area can be markedly facilitatory, unlike sen-
sory areas where it is mostly depressing (19, 20).
We therefore propose that an item is maintained
in theWM state by short-term synaptic facilitation
mediated by increased residual calcium levels at
the presynaptic terminals of the neurons that code
for this item (21). Because removal of residual
calcium from presynaptic terminals is a relatively
slow process (22, 23), the memory can be tran-
siently held for about 1 s without enhanced spik-
ing activity.

We implemented this mechanism with a
recurrent network of integrate-and-fire neurons
(24). The network encodes a set of memories
(items) by randomly composed selective popu-
lations of excitatory neurons (Fig. 1B). Connec-
tions between the neurons coding for the same
memory are stronger than connections between
different populations, mimicking the result of
prior long-term Hebbian learning (25) or intrin-
sic clustering of recurrent connections (26). In-
hibitory neurons are connected to the excitatory

ones in a nonstructured way, resulting in compe-
tition between different memories [see supporting
online material (SOM)]. All excitatory-to-excitatory
connections display facilitating transmission, de-
scribed by a phenomenological model of short-
term plasticity (20, 27). Synaptic efficacy is
modulated by the amount of available resources
(x, normalized so that 0 < x < 1) and the utili-
zation parameter (u) that defines the fraction of
resources used by each spike, reflecting the resid-
ual calcium level (22, 23) (Fig. 1A and SOM).
Upon a spike, an amount ux of the available re-
sources is used to produce the postsynaptic current,
thus reducing x. This process mimics neuro-
transmitter depletion. The spike also increases u,
mimicking calcium influx into the presynaptic
terminal and its effects on release probability.
Between spikes, x and u recover to their baseline
levels (x = 1 and u = U) with time constants tD
(depressing) and tF (facilitating), respectively.
The phenomenological model reproduces the
behavior of cortical synapses, both depressing
(tD > tF) and facilitating (tF > tD) (27). For PFC
facilitating excitatory connections, the experi-
mental fit reports tF >> tD (18), with tF on the
order of 1 s.

The simulations begin with loading one item
into WM by providing transient external excita-
tion to the corresponding neural population (Fig.
2A). The population activity increases for the
duration of the input, changing the internal state
of the synaptic connections. The connections are
both depressed (reduced x) and facilitated (in-
creased u), with depression dominant on the time
scale of tD and facilitation dominant on the time
scale of tF (where tD = 0.2 s and tF = 1.5 s; see
SOM for all parameter values). As long as the
synapses remain facilitated, the memory can be
reactivated by presenting a weak nonspecific
excitatory input to the whole network (gray
shading), even though the neural activity is at
the spontaneous level. Reactivation is expressed
as a short epoch of synchronized activity [“popu-
lation spike” (PS)], where almost every neuron in
the population fires a spike within an interval of
about 20 ms (28, 29). Even though the reactivat-
ing signal is nonspecific (that is, it uniformly
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CORRECTIONS &CLARIFICATIONS

Reports: “Using engineered scaffold interactions to reshape MAP kinase pathway signaling

dynamics” by C. J. Bashor et al. (14 March, p. 1539). There were two errors in Fig. 4 in

describing the precise components used to construct specific circuits. In Fig. 4B, the leucine

zippers attached to both the negative and positive modulators should have both been colored

gray, since both modulators were fused to identical zippers (rather than to zippers with differ-

ent affinity). The label was also incorrect: The resulting negative modulator does not bind with

high affinity. In Fig. 4D, the leucine zipper attached to the positive modulator should have

been colored black, since this modulator was fused to a zipper with higher affinity than the

zipper (colored gray) fused to the negative modulator. The zipper is now black and “high-

affinity” has been added to the label. The corrected figure panels are shown here. In the main

text, in the second sentence in the penultimate paragraph on page 1541, the words “high

affinity” should be deleted. The correct sentence should read “In this accelerator circuit, the

positive modulator (Ste50-zipper) was constitutively expressed, but the negative modulator

(Msg5-zipper) was inducibly expressed.” In the first sentence on page 1542, the words

“higher affinity” should be inserted such that the corrected sentence reads “We built a circuit

with enhanced ultrasensitive switch behavior by constitutively expressing a negative modula-

tor (Msg5-zipper) and inducibly expressing a positive modulator (Ste50-zipper, higher affin-

ity) (Fig. 4D).” In the legend for Fig. 4 (page 1542), the third-to-last sentence should be cor-

rected to read “Negative modulator is displaced by inducibly expressed positive modulator

fused to a higher-affinity zipper (Kd = 6.1 versus 41 nM).” The corresponding errors are also

corrected in fig. S3 and tables S1 and S2 of the supporting online material, which list the

exact plasmids and constructs used for construction of each circuit.
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